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SUMMARY 
Relationships between the public and physicians form pare of the relational 
pattern of an area. The physician, himself, occupies a posicion in the locality 
which is quire visible, and he is che focus of more than his share of attention. 
Wich changing social conditions, adjustments are in order for both physicians 
and the public. Adjustments, however, are not usually uniform throughout any 
social situation. Three rather distinct rypes of public-physician relationships can 
be identified. They are the personal-primary type of relationship; the impersonal-
secondary rype of relationship; and a kind of rejection of physicians by the public 
termed the alienated type of relationships. An effort has been made in this re-
port to inquire into public-physician relationships within a particular rural county. 
Consideration was given co contacts between physicians and the open country 
sample of households. The concentration of physicians in the one urban center 
of the county has widened the physical distance between physicians and che sam-
ple population. There also appeared co be great social distance. The number of 
professional calls varied greatly for the survey year among households-ranging 
from none tO over 50. Few of these calls were made in the home. 
A major part of chis discussion was concerned with characteristics of house-
holds char reported a family doctor. No single faccor definitely separated house-
holds char reported a famil)' doctor from chose t hat did not. However several 
variables shown in the summary cable were related co having a family doctor. 
Ic appeared char posicion in the family-cycle when combined with certain 
ocher characteristics of che households was related to having a family doctor. For 
example, youthful households with three or more members were considerably 
more likely co report a family doctor than elderly households wich a low level of 
living index. 
Ic was also found char che type of public-physician relationship was related 
co reporting a family doctor. Generally speaking, households with primary orien-
tations were most likely co report a farnify doccor, and chose wich alienated orien-
tations were least likely co report a family doctor. This relationship was clearest 
for older households. 
Alienated oriencacions were heavily concentrated in elderly households, 
especially in chose wich a low level of living index. Ic was suggesced char mem-
bers of these households might have been unable or unwilling to make adjust-
ments tO changing conditions and rhus became alienated. In the elderly house· 
holds, the excenc to which members remained socially integrated apparently af-
fected reporting a family doctor. 
The final section of this report examines relationships between reporting a 
family doctor and ocher health behavior. These relationships are shown in the 
summary cable. Reporting a family doctor tended to be associated with house-
holds having better informed health practices and opinions. 
SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN REPORTING A FAMILY DOCTOR 
AND SELECTED VARIABLES 
Relationship 
Reporting a 
Family 
Doctor With: 
1. Age of head of household 
2. Number in household 
3. Income 
4. Level of living 
5. Education of male head of 
household 
6. Type of public-physician 
orientation 
7. Number of doctor calls 
one year 
8. Satisfaction with medical 
care 
9. Report unmet medical needs 
10. Opinions concerning doctor 
charges 
11. Having health Insurance 
12. Frequency of physical 
examinations 
13. Opinion concerning 
immunization 
14. Opinion concerning polio 
immunization 
Chi 
Square d.f. 
4.2 2 
8.2 2 
3.4 2 
3.9 1 
6.4 2 
17.0 2 
18.9 2 
7.2 1 
3.3 1 
2.7 1 
4.5 1 
2.1 2 
4.8 1 
.9 1 
Finding 
- Not Significant 
at 5 percent 
level. 
• Significant at 5 
percent level. 
•• Significant at 1 
percent level. 
• 
* 
• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
• 
• 
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INTROD UCTION 
Healch is an area of great concern for the American people. Each year Ameri-
can families spend over 10 billion dollars for personal healch services. This is not 
quite as much as is spent for recreation but is three times as much as is spent 
for religious and welfare activities by individual families and represents between 
4 and 5 percent of family expend.irures' It appears co be money well spent. In· 
dices of healrh and longevity continue to show improvement and when viewed 
over che lase 50 years che gains are lircle shore of specracular.1 But expendirure 
of money is nor the only indica cion of che importance of healch maccers among 
che American people. Folk-sayings concerning healch are numerous; many daily 
papers carry colu mns devoced co healrh; health marcers are common copies of 
conversation. 
Health practices and opinions of people in a Missouri county were the focus 
of a srudy undertaken by che Department of Rural Sociology in 1955. A previous 
bulletin has reponed healrh services used, and ocher reporrs v.;ll follow this one 
in an arcempt to present a comprehensive picture of healrh practices and opin-
ions in a rural county. In addition comparisons will be made with another Mis-
souri county which was selected because ic represented a different culrural area 
of che stare. 
In thinking about healrh, the researcher's attention is inevitably direcced to-
ward che physician. As a central figure in che maintenance of health, che physi-
cian's crain.ing and skill, the facilities with which he works, and his oudook con-
cerning professional obligations are important in rhe health siruacion of any com-
munity. Also important, and not wholly unrelated, are che contacts chat che phys-
ician has wich t he public. Doctor-patient relations have been scudied and dis-
cussed,! and doctors have commenced on che relationships with chose in their 
communities in numerous reminiscences• It is more rare to find accounts of 
1 Health Information Foundation, ProgrtSJ in Health Sm;ices, Vol. V, No. 7, Sep-
tember, 1956. 
' Death races, infant morralicy cares, incidence of childhood diseases. 
3). H. Means, "Evolution of Docror-Patient Relationship," Bulktin of the Ntw 
York Acatkmy of Medicine, Vol. 29, No. 9, 1953. 
• Arthur E. Herrzler, M. D., The Horse and Buggy Doctor, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1938. W. Scott Nay, The Old Country Doctor, The Turrle Publishing Com-
pany, Rutland, Vermonr, 1937. 
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physician-public relationships from rhe public's poinr of view. 5 However, con-
races with physicians and rhe concepcion of chose conracrs are parr of health be-
havior. h is believed char such relationships are of consequence ro family and 
community heal rh, and rhey are rhe subject of rhe following report. 
FRAME OF REFERENCE 
Forrunately it is not necessary co approach a srudy of relationships berween 
physicians and a local population wirhouc guide posts. In setting rhe stage for 
rhe present inquiry, ir would be foolish nor co utilize what ochers have observed, 
and what the writers have learned from previous experience. On the other hand, 
it would be impossible ro derail all char has been written and observed about rhe 
subject, and furthermore, such derail would tend co confuse more chan aid in 
the analysis. 
The relacionship char a population has with physicians is, of course, only a 
small porcion of che coral relaciona1 pattern of a locality. However, ir is choughr 
char rhe physician occupies a special place in rhe locality, and char chis is impor· 
cant in the health behavior of the population. The physician's professional role 
is of critical importance, and his work is highly visible. The status posicion he 
occupies sees him apart from the rank and file, but in rural areas, ac least, the 
acciviries of rhe physician do nor go unreported. The physician is one focus of 
local attention and rhe ropic of many conversations. Even though direct doctor-
patienc concaccs may be missing, few persons are ourside a communication nee-
work chat can give a first- or second-hand report. Thus rhe physician as the 
recipient of more chan his share of arcemion, may be regarded as an opinion-
target in the locality. 
Interest is centered not only upon doctor-patient relationships, bur also on 
a population's more general or indirect relations with physicians and its con-
ception of physicians. In the following discussion, the term public-physician re-
lations is used in a somewhat special sense co refer co a population's relation-
ship wirh physicians. In rhe discussion of rhe "old" public-physician relations 
char follows, ir is seen char rhese relations are largely on a community basis 
'lvhich in some ways confticrs with the concept, public. However, the term pub-
lic is retained when speaking of rhe "old" as well as the "new" public-physician 
relationships. 
There appear co be rwo major focii of public-physician relations. One has co 
do wich traditional primary relationships built up at a time of poor communica-
tion and uncertain medical techniques; rhe ocher is centered about modern med-
icine exhibiting an efficiency in harmony with an impersonal world. One can 
use rhe terms "old" doctor and "new" docror with little explanation and be ex-
pected co be understood. Therefore, the relationships of the "old" and "new" 
docror are examined with rhe idea that this may give insight inro those relation-
ships existing in the county studied. The relationships are generalized in the 
'Note that a discincrion is made between patients and public. 
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following discussion and do not harbor the ambiguities that are certain co be 
found in acrual siruations. 
While primary-personal relationships and secondary-impersonal relation-
ships were anticipated, another type was uncovered in the course of the research 
which could not be interpreted in this framework. This was alienated orienta-
tion coward physicians. Each of these types is considered separately. 
The "Old Doctor." 
If physicians were spotted on a map with pins and changes in their loca-
tion over the past 50 years could be observed in a minute, it would appear that 
some powerful magnet was pulling them co central points. In che United States 
as a whole, che concentration of physicians in urban areas has exceeded chat. of 
che population in general. 6 
Fifty years ago roads in many rural areas were little more than trails; trans-
portation was by horse-drawn vehicles, horseback, or on foot. In time and effort 
distances were great. lc was necessary for the doctor to be close to the home of 
his patient nor only because of inability co cover distance easily, bur because the 
bed of illness was in the home rather than in the hospital. Physically close co 
the people he served, it was often necessary for the physician to stay overnight 
or cake meals with chose he cared for. 
Dr. W. W. Mayo, father of rhe famous Mayo Brothers, practiced for a rime 
near Le Sueur, Minnesota in the 1850's. According co Clapesactle he usually 
made his calls on foot. 
"At che end of che journey, he was as likely as noc co find his pacienc in 
a one-room log cabin or sod hue, heated by a fireplace and lighted by 
a lard lamp or homemade candles. Family and friends might be assem-
bled in scifiing proximity co che sick person, or he might be alone in 
the cabin. Sometimes Dr. Mayo stayed a day or cwo co ace as nurse, 
even on occasions splitting wood co seep up the fire and stirring up a 
nourishing broth or gruel co help rescore strength. "7 
The close physical relationships of the doctor and public were at lease a 
contributing faccor co their close social and personal relationships. It would have 
been difficult for a doctor to be unaware of the social and personal problems of 
chose about him. He was located in a relatively dosed community where com-
munications were sure and in detail. His professional visits in the homes of his 
patients involved )lim in che contributing circumstances of illness. And in che 
days when scientific knowledge in medicine was limited, his dependence upon 
ingenuity and common sense (the arc of medicine?) made him sensitive co sur-
rounding conditions. A great deal of the physician's effectiveness, in fact, could 
be amibured ro the personal confidence that che patient had in che doccor-nor 
"Frederick D. More and Milton I. Roemer, Rural Health and Medical Care, Mc-
Graw-Hill Co., New York, 1948, pp. 163-168. 
'Helen Clapesaccle, The Doctors Mayo, The University of Minnesota Press, Min-
neapolis, 1941, p. 52. 
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so much as a technically skillful person-but as a wise and good man.• 
Professional relations with the physician were ofren of the most urgent kind. 
While reminiscences by old docrors point our char ar rimes useless calls were 
made, by and large, docrors were not called unless the condition was considered 
serious.11 Home remedies, parent medicines, and knowledgable neighbors, prob-. 
ably in about char order, generally preceded aid from rhe doctor. Therefore, the 
doccor's visic was nor be caken casually, and often it was a crisis situation. When 
recovery occurred his personal contribution might be remembered with awe, and 
when nor, he was ofren able ro comfort che family by having "done all char was 
possible." In either case, his presence was a signilicanc evenr. 
Ic is difficult co characterize in a word che feeling chat the community had 
for the old doctor. While chose we calk with today in reminiscing rend co view 
che ofd docror with nostalgia, (although admitting that he did nor have the tech-
nical skill or the tools of che modern practitioners), ir appears char there was 
considerable ambiguity in rhe image of the doctor. They were regarded as sin-
ners as well as saints; with great respecc and great disdain. ' 0 In a social situation 
in which che relationship berween the doctor and public was highly personalized, 
it is reasonable char rhe confidence of the public was attached co individual 
practitioners rather than to the profession as a whole. While presencly the 
rendencr seems ro be co submerge in the profession, the old doctor depended 
upon advertising, special cures, personal mannerisms, and virruosity co escablish 
his individuality and rhus a personal following. Under such circumstances, chere 
were many irregular practitioners and a number of schools of thought in che pro-
fession. 11 
The "old doctor," then, was physically close to those in che community. 
His relations with the public were personal and professionally often involved 
traumatic experiences. Personal loyalties of a primary sore were established be-
rween che doctor and the public. 
The "New Doccor" 
The "old" physician-public relations may be conrrasred with the "new." 
Doctors were distributed more evenly over che countryside a half-century ago 
chan they are today. Roads and automobiles have permitted che cenrralizacion of 
many services, medical services being prominent among them. New techniques 
in medical practice have encouraged che centralization of medical facilities and 
personnel. Hospitals, laboratories, and specialises simply cannot be provided ac 
•Arthur E. Henzler, M. D., Th~ Hom and Buggy DIXtor, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 19}8, p. 97. 
'James M. Williams, Our &ral H~ritagt, Alfred A. Knopf, Kew York, 1925, p. 
107. W. Scott Nay, op. cit., p. 53. 
10Archur E. Henzler, op. cit., p. 32. 
"1\.udge E. Pickard and R. Carlyle Buley, Tht Midwest Pioneers: His Ills. Cum, and 
DIXton, New York, Heney Schuman, 1946, p. 169. 
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rhe crossroads center. 
The rearrangement of physicians on the landse2pe is indicarive of changes 
char have taken place in doctor-public relations. The system within which rhe 
"new" doctor works tends co impersonalize his relationship wirh the public. 
Even in rather simple medical surroundings, the druggist, the nurse, and the 
receptionist perform many dudes formerly the physician's. Because of the vast 
knowledge available in medical science, numerous specialties have developed, 
representing a further division of labor in a complex system of medical care. The 
hospital has also been interposed between the doccor and pariem adding co the 
impersonalization of the relationship. 
However, co say char the modern physician is unaware of the importance of 
personal and social condirions in health would be wrong. These relations have 
been objectively demonstrated and rhe scientifical ly oriented pracritioner is not 
likely co dismiss such evidence. Specialties are devoted co these areas and che 
modern practitioner has more verified knowledge about che connections of 
psycho-social factors with healrh chan the old doctor did. The renewed interest 
in the role of rhe general practitioner in health care is a result of quite rational 
considerations. Emphasis appears to be more upon the rational understanding of 
personal problems chan upon involvement in rhem. 
By routinizing medical procedures and by working in an office or hospital, 
rather than in rhe patient's home, che physician sees more pariencs in a working 
day. The sheer number of parients and the sameness of rhe office or hospital 
environment rend co impersonalize professional contacts. Attenrion co routine 
prevention of illness also rends co impersonalize relationships. Perhaps the best 
example of chis is the experience of children with the doctor. Pediatrics is based 
largely upon the routine prevention of illness- how different from calling the 
doctor only when ocher means failed. Even in death the hospiral situation often 
intercedes between the doctor and the family, reducing the emotional involve-
ment between them. 
Technically the modern physician is competent. He knows how to use the 
powerful scientific cools of his profession. His education has been in a standard 
curriculum and at a high level of concemracion. There is no withholding of in-
formacion among docrors which is available in numerous professional journals. 
While specialization is a mark of modern medicine, differentiation on the basis 
of specialties is noc at all the same as the older differentiation on the basis of 
cults or special cures. Specialization is within the profession wich professional 
concrol and sanction. The general practitioner has his niche within chis profes-
sional sysrem. His special province is the rreacmenc of more common conditions 
and determining when his knowledge should be supplemented by a specialise. In 
accepting the advantages of modern medicine, che public's attention is on rhe 
profession as a whole rather chan on che doccor as an individual. The public, 
lacking personal loyalty, does nor hesicare in irs acceptance of the wonders of 
modern medicine. 
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The "new" physician, then, is located where medical facilities and ocher 
docrors are concentrated. His relationship with the public is impersonal and sec-
ondary and with the patient often routine. The public returns this secondary re-
lationship by showing confidence in the medical profession rather chan faith in 
the docror. 
" Alienated" Doccor-public Relations 
The relationships jusc described were developed to serve as a frame of refer-
ence for analysis of the data. Another cype of relationship became apparent as 
the research proceeded. This was attitudes of withdrawal from or disenchant-
ment with physicians. Since ic was assumed chat both che "old" and "new" 
physician-public relations were functional within particular situations, the dysfunc-
tional "alienated" relationship constitutes anocher aspect of physician-public re-
lacionships. 
The discussion of "old", "new" and "alienated" public-physician relation-
ships may be of interest in itself, but it has been developed primarily as an aid 
in understanding the relationships chat existed in the counry studied. Actual re-
lationships would not be expected co fie chese paccerns completely. The relation-
ships of che past do noc die overnight and may remain in the attitudes of the 
public long after their referrent has ceased co exist. The relations berween public 
and physician are relative to the community pattern of interaction. The "new" 
doctor exhibiting and expecting qualities of impersonality and efficiency might 
expect co find a more harmonious environment in an urban situation while the 
"old" doctor might still find a place in certain isolated areas of che country. 
The following analysis was based upon a random sample of open country 
households in a south Missouri county. An attempt was made co describe re-
lationships with and concepcion of physicians by respondents in chese house-
holds. In this manner an effort was made to appraise the public-physician re-
lationships of chis area. 
THE SAMPLE 
A field study was made in a county in the south-central area of Missouri 
during the fall of 1955. A detailed report of the area and sample was given in a 
previous bulletin. 12 To summarize briefly, 154 households were selected randomly 
from those families in che county who lived outside towns and villages. Ic was 
not possible co contact rwo of che households. With chis exception, adult mem-
bers of each household were interviewed using a schedule of questions. 
"Roberc L McNamara and Edward W. Hassinger, Extent of Illness and Use of 
Health Services in a South Missouri County, Res. Bul. No. 647, January 1958, Univer-
sity of Missouri, Columbia, Mtssoun. 
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L EGEND 
Subscripts indicate minor 
divisions wit hin major areas. 
11 
Heavily shaded areas indicat e 
core ar eas. 
R URAL SOCIAL AREAS 
Figure 1-Map of rural social areas. 
Social areas have been delineated for the state of Missouri by Charles E. 
Lively and Cecil L. Gregory.'3 Through this research, counties with similar socio-
economic characteristics have been grouped together into homogeneous social 
areas. The county studied is a "core" county in its particular social area, which 
means it possessed to a marked degree the social and economic characteristics of 
irs larger social area. Because informacion is available about the qualities of these 
counties and their likeness to one another, it is possible to extend the finding to 
similar counties. Most confidence is shown in extending the findings tO counties 
which show the greatest similarity to the county studied (other core counties in 
the same social area), but considerable confidence is placed in the findings even 
when extended to the borders of the social area. (Figure 1.) 
The sample was drawn from a universe consisting of families living in the 
open-country. This excluded those residing in the one urban place, all ocher in-
13Charles E. Lively and Cecil L. Gregory, R;tral Sor:ial Areas in Missouri, Res. Bul. 
305, August 1939, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri. (A revision of this 
Bulletin is forthcoming and Figure 1 is from che revised version.) 
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corporated places, and one place which was not incorporated but judged not to 
be open-country. The universe contained all families reported in the census as 
rural-farm plus some of those reported as rural-nonfarm. By defining the universe 
in this manner a significant control is established. This has cwo obvious conse-
quences. It produces a more homogeneous universe, pectnirting a smaller sample 
of cases, bur at the same time it confines che analysis to che residential category 
delineated, thus limiting che breadth of the inrerprecacion. 
Even though che universe was limited in chis way, che number of cases in 
the sample was nor large. A rest of representativeness of the sample would be 
highly useful in establishing che correspondence between che universe and che 
sample. Because che sample was nor drawn from the same residential categories 
reported in the census, a precise comparison between a given characteristic re-
ported in the census and shown in the sample was noc possible. The sample was 
neither stricd)' farm nor nonfarm but consisted of both, and characteristics of the 
sample should fall somewhere between these categories reported in the census. 
When age, sex, education, size of household, and dwellings with running warer 
of the sample were compared with the census, a dose correspondence was evi-
dent. This gives some confidence (although nor complete assurance) char che 
sample is representative for ocher factors. •• 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
ContaCtS with Physicians 
Physical Distance: As indicated, this srudy deals with a special segment of 
the population consisting of only those households in che open-country. On the 
ocher hand, doctors in the county were concentrated in the county's one urban 
center. Seventy-seven percent of the families were 5 miles or more away from 
the place they v.•ould normally go for medical care, 45 percent were more than 
10 miles away, and 13 percent were at lease 20 miles disranc. This in face was 
almost coterminous with che distance of che households from che urban center. 
The people in rhe sample and their physicians were separated co a considerable 
extent by physical distance. 
Social Dista11ce: The distance was also great socially. The families inter-
viewed generally showed a modest level of living score, an educational level char 
seldom was above high school and more ofren did nor exceed rhe eighth grade, 
and an income level chat was nor high. This would conrrasr sharply with the at-
tainment level of phrsicians, who in rural communities generaiiy stand our in 
income and education. Presumably these different levels of arrainment produce 
a social gulf difliculr co bridge. And, in face, rhe interviewers dececced few sirua-
14These comparisons are detailed in Robert L. McNamara and Edward W. Has-
singer, Extent of IllntSJ and Use of Health Services in a South MiJSouri County, op cit. 
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tions in which social relations occurred with physicians outside professional calls 
and casual "pass on the screet" contacts. 
As with most generalizations, chis was more nearly true of some families 
chan of others and applied to certain physicians more than to ochers. For exam-
ple, rwo elderly physicians living outside the urban center (the only ones who 
did) had many non-professional contacts with rural families , and their scyle of 
life was nor much different from chose of the rural families. The major work of 
these physicians, however, was in the past; the end of their careers was clearly 
in sight. u 
Professional Calls: For a period of one year preceding the interviews, the 
152 households (532 individuals) in the sample had 1844 professional calls with 
physicians. This was an average of 12.1 calls per family and 3.5 calls per indi-
vidual. '6 
The number of conracts was by no means uniform for all households; they 
ranged from none to more chan fifry.17 Nine households (6 percent) accounted 
for almost one-third of the coral number of doccor calls and almost one-fourth 
of the families had no calls at all. Routine visits for physical examinations were 
rare occurrences. Thus, in terms of professional conraccs, the experience of fami-
lies was nor alike, and presumably the impact of the physician was felt co vary-
ing degrees. 18 
However, a visit to or from the doctor was nor an unreported event. If the 
immediate family had not had contacts with che physician during the year, it is 
likely that relatives living dose by or friends and neighbors had such an experi-
ence. 
Location of Professional Calls: The physician did not make the rounds in 
the county as he once had done. Home calls appeared co be the result of emer-
gency siruacions. Only 80 of the more than 1800 calls were made in homes; the 
remainder were in the doctor's office or in the hospital. 
Place of contact has changed from the home to the doccor's office or the 
hospital; separation of the physician and public has occurred socially as well as 
geographically. In terms of the frame of reference presented earlier, this is an 
indication of the more impersonal public-physician relations. This particular com-
10Since the field work, one of these men has died. 
16 A "doctor call" refers to professional contact berween individual and physician 
whether occurring in the patient's home, the doctor's office, or in a hospital. 
" Details of the association of medical services ro other fac tors can be found in 
Robert L. McNamara and Edward W. Hassinger, Extent of Illness and Use of Health 
Services in a South Missouri County, op. cit. 
'
8This follow$ a well established pattern; see for instance, Odin W. Anderson 
with Jacob]. Feldman, Family Medical Costs and Voluntary Health buurat/ce: A Nation-
wide Survey, McGraw-Hill Co., New York, 1956, pp. 36-45; Frederick D. Mort and 
Milton I. Roemer, Rural Health and Medical Care, McGraw-Hill Co., New York, 1948, 
pp. 85-86. 
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ponent of docter-public relations is something over which che people had little 
control. In view of transportation and development of complex health facilities, 
ic is reasonable for physicians co locate in larger centers. Bur ir does nor neces-
sarily follow that chis meers che approval of those living outside rhe center. 
The Family Doctor 
Another level of relationship co be examined is che one leading co che choice 
of a family doctor. Although ic is a rerm in general use, che concept, family doc-
cor, actually encompasses a bundle of relationships which do nor mean che same 
thing ro all people. For some it brings up nostalgia harkening back co rhe "old 
country doctor." The relationships that lead co reporting a family doccor also 
may be based upon the more impersonal world of coday. A physician may be 
chosen as a fami ly doctor quite deliberately in order co have services available 
when needed. This may cake on aspeccs of a contractual relationship. 19 Also, ac-
quisition of a family doccor may be a maner of circumstances. Illness leads co 
contaccs wich a physician, and if che relationship is satisfactory co the family and 
che physician, ic is likely co continue. 
The common element in che concept, family doctor, regardless of che basis 
for che relationship, is char some degree of permanent contacc is maintained be-
cween rhe family and che physician. Bur even chis criterion is relative; age and 
mobility of borh public and physician as well as decisions of a more subjective 
nacure account for varying lengths of rime chat families report having a family 
doctor. Some families who reported no family doccor had recently moved to the 
area or their doccor had died or moved away. Of che 152 households interviewed, 
105 reported a family doccor. Thirteen percent of these households dared che re-
lationship back 20 years or more; for 7 percent, ic had existed for less chan six 
months. Twenry-three percent had maintained che relationship for from cwo co 
five years, and 31 percent had maintained ic for from five to cen years (Table 1). 
TABLE 1 -- LENGTH OF TIME PRESENT DOCTOR HAS BEEN THE FAMILY 
DOCTOR 
Length Number 
of of 
Time Households 
0-6 months 7 
6 months-2 years 7 
2-5 years 24 
5·10 years 33 
10-20 years 20 
20 or more years 14 
TobU 105 
Forty-seven bouseholds reported no family doctor. 
Percent 
of 
Households 
6.7 
6.7 
22.9 
31.4 
19.0 
13.3 
100.0 
11For insrance in lucas County, Ohio, a public relations efforc was underraken co 
have each family select a family physician. See Edgar A. Schuler, Roberr F. MowitZ, 
and Alben F. Mayer, Mtdicai Public Relations, Health Informacion Foundation, 1952, 
pp. 10·11. 
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In addition co reporting or nor reporting a family doctor, inquiry was made 
regarding whether or not chose who had family docrors calked over family and 
personal problems wich chem. Responses were obtained from 99 of che 105 
households reporting a family doctor. About 31 percent of chose reporting a 
family doctor also repon ed calking over fa mily problems wich che physician. 
Even among chose with a family doccor, che physician as a confidant was a fairly 
infrequent behavior parrern. 
Characteristics of Households Reporting Family Doctors 
Ic is possible co describe chose households reporting a family doccor and 
chose chat did noc. The variables used for chis description were age of head, size, 
income, level of living, and education of the male head. Age was used as a con· 
crol wirh each of che ocher variables. 
Age of Head: Age of che head of the household was regarded as an approxi-
mation of che position in the family life-cycle. Age of che male head of the 
household was used in all cases except che six in which there was no male head. 
In these cases, age of the female head was used. There was some tendency for 
households with a family doctor co have a larger proportion of their heads in 
the younger age category. Households without a family doctor had a concentra-
tion in the care gory, 65 years or older. While che difference in percentages ap-
peared substantial for che number of cases in che sample ic was not significant 
at the 5 percent level (Table 2) .20 The direction of che relationship is of particu-
lar interest. It has often been supposed char older families were more likely to 
have "family physician relationships" chan younger ones. Although it cannot be 
said definitely char family doctors were concentrated in younger households, rhe 
'
0Noce: The statistical cool, chi square (X2), has been employed throughout this 
analysis. Since a sample of che households in the county was used, it is not always 
dear that differences which did occur in the sample assured that there were real differ-
ences for all of che households in the county. If differences for a sample of 
cases is great enough, ir is reasonably certain that chere will be differences of 
the same kind (although not necessarily che same magnitude) for the entire 
county. Another consideration to be taken into account is the size of the sam-
ple. As rhe sample size increases, che magnitude of the difference in the sample may 
decrease and scill reasonably assure a real difference for all the cases in the county. But 
the question remains how large muse che difference be for the size of the sample in-
volved in order to reasonably assure a difference for che entire county. Here the 
scariscical cool, chi square, is called into use. Essentially we are willing co accept a dif-
ference in the sample as being real for the entire county if we may expect co be wrong 
nor more chan 5 rimes in 100. Thus we say char the difference is significant ac rhe 5 
percent level by a chi square cesc. If it is significant at rhe 1 percent level, we would 
expect such a difference co reflect a real difference in the county at lease 99 out of 100 
times. Because a sample difference is not significant at the 5 percent level does not 
necessarily mean that a difference does not exist for the entire county. In fact the 
criterion of accepting a difference, as can be seen, is a rather stringent one. 
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TABLE 2 - - HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND AGE OF 
HEAD* 
Age 
of Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Head Number Percent Number Percent 
Under 30 8 7.6 2 4.3 
30-44 31 29.5 9 19.1 
45-64 51 48.6 24 51.1 
65+ 15 14.3 12 25.5 
Total fii5 roo:o 4'f roo.o 
• Age of male head in cases where there was a male head of household; in the six 
cases with no male head, the age of the female head of household was used. 
x2~4.2. d.f.:2. riot ·significant at 5 percent level (rows 1 and 2 combined}. 
evidence was in char direction and virrually precluded a significant relationship 
in the opposite direction. The relationship of the position in rhe family cycle co 
reporting a family doctor is considered further in the summarization of character· 
isrics of households reponing a family doccor. 
Because it might affect the relationship between reponing a family doccor 
and the ocher variables to be considered, age of head was controlled. Due co the 
small number of cases, ic was nor practical to divide the sample into more than 
cwo groups. In order to have two groups approximately equal in size, the house-
holds were divided into "younger" and "older" ar age 55 for heads of house-
holds.2' Tables showing relationships between reporting a family doctor and rhe 
variables considered in the discussion when age was controlled are in Appendix 
A. Reference is also made to them in the text. 
Size: Size of household was related tO having a family doctor. Thirty-six 
percent of rhe households reponing a family doctor had one or two members, 
while 56 percent of chose reporting no family doctor were one or two member 
households. Seventeen percent of rhe family doctor households had five members 
or more; chis was true for only 4 percent of che households nor reporting a 
family doctor (Table 3 ). This relationship was significant ac che 5 percent level 
by a chi square rest. When age of head of the household was controlled, ic was 
found char the relationship was significant at rhe 1 percent level for younger 
households, but did nor hold true for older households (Appendix Table 1). 
Older households were generally small; in face, only three had five or more 
TABLE 3 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND SIZE 
Persons 
in Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Household Number Percent Number Percent 
lor2 38 36.2 27 57.4 
3- 5 49 46.7 18 38.3 
Over 5 18 17.1 2 4.3 
Total 105 100.0 
x2 ~ 8.2, d.f. 5 2. Significant at 5 percent level. 
47 100.0 
"'Younger household-male head ot household under 55 years of age-if no male 
head, female head under 55 years of age. Older household-male head household 55 
years of age or over- if no male head, female head 55 years of age or over. 
members. The younger households with 3 or more members in most cases were 
families with children. These households were more likely to reporc a family 
doctor. 
Net Income: Households reponing a family doctor tended co have a some-
what higher nee income than households not reporting a family docror. Noce in 
Table 4 that among households reporting a family doctor, 35 percent had in-
comes of $3000 a year or more compared with 23 percent among households not 
reporting a family doctor. On the other hand, only 20 percent of the households 
with a family doctor were in the low income category of less than $1000 dollars 
compared with 32 percent of those not reporting a family doctor. Though the 
direction of this relationship was noticeable, the relationship was not great 
enough to be significant at the 5 percent level. Controlling age of the head of 
the household did not alter the relationship appreciably (Appendix Table 2). 
TABLE 4 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND NET INCOME 
Net Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Income Number Percent Number Percent 
Under $l000 21 20.0 15 31.9 
$1000-$3000 47 44.8 21 44.7 
$3000-$5000 29 27.6 9 19.1 
$5000+ 8 7.6 2 4.3 
Total Tii5 I0o:0 47 IOo.O 
xz : 3 .4, d. f. : 2. Not significant at 5 percent level (rows 3 and 4 combined). 
Level of Living: Another economic index used was a level of living score. 
Households were scored according to whether or not they possessed certain ma-
terial items.2 2 Scores ranged from a low of nine to a high of 21. Less than half 
of the households with a family doctor had a level of living score of 13 or less, 
compared with more than rwo-thirds of those withour a family doctor. The dif· 
ference was significant at the 5 percent level by a chi square test (Table 5). Con-
TABLE 5 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND LEVEL OF 
LIVING SCORE 
Level 
of 
Living 
Score 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20-21 
Total 
x2 : 3.9, d.I. : 1. 
F.._mily Doctor No Family Doctor 
Number Percent Number Percent 
2 1. 1 2.1 
9 8.6 l 2.1 
13 12.4 8 17.0 
14 13.3 14 29 .7 
13 12.4 7 14.9 
13 12.4 6 12.7 
16 15.2 2 4.3 
6 5.7 2 4.3 
9 8.6 2 4.3 
4 3.8 2 4.3 
3 2.9 
3 2.9 2 4.3 
105 100.1 47 100.0 
Significant at 5 percent level (rows 1-5 and 6- 12 combined). 
"
2See Robert L. McNamara and Edward W. Hassinger, Extmt of Illness and Use of 
Health Services in a South Missouri Coumy, op. cit., Appendix, for a list of material 
items used to determine the level of living index. 
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trolling by age of heads of households showed that the relationship did nor hold 
rrue for younger households, but was definite for older households (Appendix 
Table 3) . It appeared char in older households the translation of economic ability 
into material goods was associated with having a family doctor. 
Education of Male Head: Households reporting a family doctor were less 
likely ro be headed by a man with less chan an eighth grade education than 
households without a family doctor. At the same time, they were also less likely 
to be " headed" by a man with at least a high school education. The pattern of 
educational attainment differed enough ro be significant at che 5 percent level by 
chi square tesc (Table 6). It is somewhat difficult to interpret the finding chat 
there is a larger proportion of households wirhouc a family docror in both che 
category of low educational starus (under 8 years) and the category of relatively 
high educational scacus (12 years or more). The mosc definite difference noted 
was in the educational category under eight grades. This category included 27· 
percent of che households with a family doctor and 43 percent of the households 
without a family doctor. The difference in che category of 12 years of education 
or more for male heads was much closer for those reporting and nor reporting a 
family doctor. 
Education of rhe male head of household was more closely related to having 
a family doccor for younger households than for older households (where there 
were virtually none with a high school education). However, when age was con· 
trolled the relationship between education and possessing a family doctor was 
not significant (Appendix Table 4). 
TABLE 6 -- HOUSE HOLDS CLASSIFm D BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND EDUCATION 
OF THE MALE HEAD 
Years 
School 
Completed 
Under 8 
8-11 
12 and over 
Total 
Family Doctor 
Number Per cent 
28 27.4 
58 56.9 
16 i· 15.7 
102 100.0 
Six households had no male head. 
x2 = 6.4, d.L = 2. Significant at 5 percent level. 
No Family Doctor 
Number Per cent 
19 43 .2 
15 34.1 
10 22 .7 
44 100.0 
Comparison of Family Doctor Reports of Two Extreme Groupings of 
HottSeholds: It is clear that none of the characteristics examined definitely dis-
tinguished between households with and '"ithour family doctors. However, rela-
tionships and directions of relationships were found which appeared to be of 
consequence. Upon examining che relationships for direction, ic appeared that 
posicion in che fam ilr·cycle (as indicated by age of head of household) was of 
importance when caken cogecher wich certain ocher variables. To pursue this idea 
somewhat further, extreme family-cycle positions were separated. At one end 
were households whose heads were under 45 years of age (termed youthful 
households); at the ocher, were those in which the head was at least 65 years of 
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age {termed elderly households) . In addition it was previously nored chat size 
of household in youngec households (head under 55 years) was related to report-
ing a family docror. The presence or absence of children in youthful households 
has been taken into consideration in most discussions of che effect of the family-
cycle upon behavior in the family. In the present discussion, youthful households 
with cwo members were separated from those wich three or more and che latcec 
grouping was used in comparison with elderly households. Another variable, 
education of male head, was also considered for combination wirh chis youthful 
grouping because it had been indicated previously that ic was related co report-
ing a family docror. However, when chis variable was examined ir was found 
chat none of the male heads in rhe youthful grouping with three or more mem-
bers had less chan an eighth grade education. This particular educational cacegori-
zacion ~as without weight in addition co age for this particular age grouping. 
In the elderly households, 20 of the 27 had a level of living score of 13 or 
less compared with 82 of 152 for the entire sample. In reporting extreme group-
ings only chose elderly households with a low level of living score wece included. 
Thus, two groupings are compared which represent extremes of the family-cycle 
and which incorporate certain factors which characterize the respective family-
cycle positions-children in che case of youthful households and relacive!y low 
level of living scores in the case of elderly households. 
Selection of households on this basis severely reduces the number of cases 
in individual categories, and any conclusions muse be regarded as tentative and 
suggestive. There were 43 youthful households with three or more members; 
only eight did not report a family doctor. Compared to chis, 10 of che 20 eldecly 
households with a relatively low level of living score did nor report a family 
doctor. This may be reported in terms of a chi square rest in which case the dif-
ference between che cwo groupings was significant at the 1 peccenr level (chi 
square = 6.6, d.f. = 1). For che limited data available thece appears co be a dif-
ference in these two groupings of households with respect co reporting a family 
doctor. 
Youthful households with three or more members would generally exclude 
rhe newly-married couples who might not have had an opportunity or need co 
establish permanent relationships with a physician. The arrival of a baby or the 
care that children require makes che need for continuing relations with a physi-
cian more likely. The selection of a family doctor by members of the younger 
households may be on rhe basis of specific family needs and perhaps done quire 
rationally. 
Probably the eldecly households with lower level of living scores were iso-
lated co a greater extent from many community services, including physician's 
services. Also, it may be char if a family docror is lost through death, retirement, 
or migration, older people do nor establish relations with another doctor as 
readily. 
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Orientation Toward Physicians and Reporting a Family Doctor 
Primary-Secondary Orientatiotz: To chis point, che discussion has included 
material on contacts wich physicians and che characteristics of households re-
porting or noc reporting a family doctor. Now consideration is given co che 
point of view or orienta cion of these people regarding the physician. The image 
chat che public has of che physician may be a factor in relationships chat lead 
co reporting a family doctor and also co ocher health behavior. 
The data available for assessing the public's orientation toward the physi-
cian were verbal responses tO items, constituting opinions, about relationships 
with physicians. As a guide in constructing these items a typology of physician-
public relations was formulated. It was based upon the discussion of the "old" 
and "new" doctor-public relationships presented earlier. 
Since the orientation of households in the sample was in question, it was 
thought chat a combination of responses would be a proper method of analysis. 
The Guttman scaling technique was selected and found feasible for combining 
separate items into an index. The technique is based upon the es tablishment of 
a pattern of responses, so that, when the individual score is known, ic is pos-
sible to reconstruct (wi thin limits of the errors in the pattern) the responses of 
that individual. The idea is chat if the items can be arrayed along a single di-
mension, a person who answers an item affirmatively will also answer affirmative-
ly an item Jess demanding." For example, a person giving an affirmative answer 
co a highly personal relationship with a physician is likely to answer less de-
manding items affitmacively. 
Four items were found dealing with physician-public orientation which 
formed such a patrern. Because they had been constructed wich reference to the 
types developed in the first part of chis report, the pattern of responses was judg-
ed to be along che dimension of primacy-secondary orientation coward physicians. 
A primary orientation has che qualities of intimate personal contacts involving 
the whole life situation. Secondary orientation is characterized by impersonality 
with emphasis upon service relationships rather than personal loyalties. A high 
score (four) indicates a primary orientation; a low score indicates a more sec-
ondary orientation. 
The items in the order in which they were arranged in the scale pattern 
were: 
1. I don't care so much about a doctor's manner with his patients as long 
as he is a skillful doccor. (Rejeccion indicates a primary orientation.) 
2. I don' t care so much what a doccor's personal life is like as long as he is 
a skillful doccor. (Rejection indicates a primary orientation.) 
3. I t hink chat a person should visit with the doctor about ocher matters 
03Samuel Stouffer et al., Studies in Social PsycholOIJ)' in I'Por/d War II, Volume 4, 
Measurement and Prediction, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1950 
(See especially chapters 1-5 ). 
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than health, especially about personal and family problems. (Acceptance 
indicates a primary orientation.) 
4. I wouldn't leave a doctor for another doctor even though the other man 
might have more scientific knowledge. (Acceptance indicates a primary 
odentation.) 
When the pattern of responses was examined, the items having been ar-
ranged in the order listed above, a pacrern appeared co exist, but there were also 
discrepancies or errors in the pattern. A principal criterion for acceptance of a 
Guccman-type scale is the coefficient of reproducibility which is a measure of 
the correspondence between the empirical pattern (pacrern found) and an ideal 
pattern (perfect pattern). It is determined by dividing the number of errors by 
the roral number of responses and subtracting chis number from one-hundred. 
A coefficient of reproducibility of 90 is generally regarded as satisfactory. For this 
pattern the coefficient of reproducibility was 90.9, just meeting the criterion. 
The distribution of scores on the basis of the pattern follows: 
Score Number Households Percent of Households 
4 31 23.0 
3 50 37.0 
2 16 11.9 
1 18 13.3 
0 20 14.8 
Total 135 100.0 
Three households did nor respond co one or more of the four items making up 
the scale, and thus could not be included. In addition 14 households were classifi· 
fied as alienated and created separately. 
Alienated Orientation: No judgement is made concerning the desirability 
of a primary or secondary orientation -according ro circumstances, either may 
be quire functional. In the course of the research, certain households showed a 
dysfunctional orientation roward physicians which appeared in terms of aliena· 
cion or antagonism. Since provisions had nor been made in the interview sched-
ule for systematic selection of alienated households, these households were 
identified by the interviewers on the basis of open-end questions and informal 
conversations. 
The most helpful question on rhe schedule for identifying households with 
an alienated view-point was, "At what point do you call a doctor for an illness 
in your family?" Most persons would not rejecc a physician's services entirely, 
but some rhoughr of them only as a lase resorr. One man said, however, that 
there was no circumstance in which he wo\lld have more confidence in a physi-
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cian than in his own ability co uear an illness. This person bad many home 
remedies. He said that some people even went to the doctor for colds which be 
considered completely foolish. 
Other comments from chose who were classified as alienated from physi-
cians were: "\Y/e kind of lost our faith in doctors; we feel doctors keep stringing 
you along." One person said rbe family would "trust in the Lord and stay away 
from docmrs" and another thought "you better stay away from doctors because 
all they want is your money." 
Selection of households classified as alienated was independent of family 
characteristics; items used to establish rhe primary-secondary orientation pattern; 
and more objective bealrb behavior such as having a family doctor, use of physi-
cians, opinions conceming immunizations, docror changes and ochers. This was 
considered necessary to prevent any association which might occur between 
alienated orientation and health behavior from being simply an artifact of selec-
tion. 
Households designated as alienated appeared to be rather dear-cut cases of 
this rype of orientation. If this orientation bad been anticipated and a systematic 
query bad been made, perhaps more households would have been placed in this 
category. Fourteen of the households were so classified. Although the number 
was not large, it suggests a direction chat may be of consequence in health be-
havior. Therefore, in spite of the limited number of cases, chis type of orienta-
cion is considered in the analysis. 
Orientation Toward Physicians and Reporti1zg a Family Doctor: House-
holds with primary-secondary orientation scores of 0, 1, and 2 were combined 
into a single category exhibiting a secondary orientation; households with scores 
3 and 4 were regarded as having a primary orientation toward physicians. House-
holds judged tO be alienated in their orientation toward physicians were created 
as a third type. 
There was a relationship berween cype of orientation toward physicians and 
rbe face of reponing a family doctor. Those judged co be alienated from the phy-
sician accounted for almost one-fourth of the households reporting no family 
doctor; they accounted for only 4 percent of those having a family doctor. Al-
most rwo·thirds of those reporting a family doctor bad a primary orientation to-
ward physicians while about one-third reponing no family doctor bad such an 
orientation (Table 7). 
When age was controlled, a most striking finding was rbat those households 
indicating an alienated orientation coward physicians were predominately "older" 
(Table 8). In facr only three of the 14 were "beaded" by a person under 55 years 
of age. 
Type of orientation was more closely related to having a family doctor in 
"older" than in "younger" households. In older households, 65 percent report· 
ing a f2mily doccor had a primary orientation; while 24 percent not reporting a 
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TABLE 7 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND 
ORIENTATION TOWARD PHYSICIANS 
Type of 
Orientation 
Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Number Percent• Number Percent• 
Type I 
Secondary Orientation 
Type n 
35 
66 
33.3 
62.9 Primary Orientation 
Type m 
Alienated Orientation _i 3.8 
Total 105 100.0 
*Three households were not classified according to orientation. 
19 
15 
10 
44 
Chi Square Analysis 
x:r d.f. SignUicancel 
17 .o 2 •• 
4.7 1 * 
43.2 
34.1 
22.7 
100.0 
Type I, II, and m 
Type I with Type II 
Type I with Type ill 
!ype II with Type m 
5.9 1 • 
(Not enough cases for x2 analysis) 
!**Significant at 1 percent level. 
*Significant at 5 percent level. 
-Not significant at 5 percent level. 
TABLE 8 - -HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND 
ORIENTATION TOWARD PHYSICIANS; AGE OF HEAD 
CONTROLLED 
Younger Households! 
Type of 
Orientation 
Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Type I 
Secondary Orientation 
Type II 
Primary Orientation 
Type m 
23 37.1 
38 61.3 
Alienated Orientation 1 1.6 
One household was not classified according to orientation. 
Type I 
Secondary Orientation 
Type n 
Primary Orientation 
Type m 
Older Households! 
12 27.9 
28 65.1 
Alienated Orientation 3 7.0 
8 
9 
2 
11 
6 
8 
42.1 
47.4 
10.5 
44.0 
24.0 
32.0 
'f:.o households were not classified according to orientation. 
Younger Household--male head of household under 55 years of age-- if no male head, 
female head under 55 years of age. 
Older Household--male head of household 55 years of age or over--if no male head, 
female head 55 years of age or over. 
Chi Square Analysis 
Younger Households 
x2 d.f. Significance 
Type I, II, and m Not enough cases x2 test. 
Type I with Type U .4 1 
Type I with Type m Not enough cases x2 test. 
Type n with Type m Not enough cases x2 test. 
**Significant at 1 percent level. 
• Significant at 5 percent level. 
- Not significant at 5 percent level. 
Older Households 
. x2 d.f. Significance 
10.8 2 •• 
5.8 1 * 
2.0 1 
11.9 1 •• 
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&.mily doctor had a primary orienrarion. When the primary and secondary orient-
ation rypes were considered separately from the alienated households, there was 
still a positive relationship between primary orientation and having a family 
doctor in rhe older households but nor for rhe younger households (see the chi 
square analysis following Table 8). 
Orimt-ation for Two Extreme Groupings of Households: Type of orienta-
cion was considered for the cwo groupings at extreme positions in the family-
cycle. (Heads of households under 45 years of age wicb three or more members of 
household. Heads of households 65 years or older with a low level of living 
score.)2 • There was considerable difference in orienration for the cwo groupings. 
In youthful households with three or more members, 16 of rhe 43 indicated a 
secondary orientation; 24 had a primary orientation and three showed an alienat-
ed orienrarion. Only two of the 20 elderly households with a low level of living 
score bad a secondary orientation while 10 had a primary orientation and six had 
an alienated orientation. The orientation for cwo of these households was noc 
determined. Six of the 14 alienated households were in this elderly grouping 
which consrirured less chan two of every 14 in che coral sample. There were noc 
enough cases co test the scatistical significance of these relationships. 
In che elderly grouping, it appeared rhac rhe orientation was either coward 
dose-primary relationships or coward a kind of withdrawal. An adjuscmenc to-
ward a secondary orientation did nor seem likely. Robert Merton has pointed our 
char when goals are unobtainable, one adjustment is withdrawal or his cerm, "re-
uearism" -rejeccion of goals as well as means of achieving che goals.'" The rype 
of orientation termed "alienated" appears to be a reaction of chis kind. If ic is 
assumed char the primary orientation is che preferred functional orienracion of 
these elderly households, older persons, especially those in a low level of living 
bracket, may be precisely che ones unable co make adjustments co changing 
sicuarions; rhus, leading co an alienated orientation. The primary-secondary 
public-physician rypologies developed earlier permit chis interpretacion. 
Health Pracrices and Opinions of Households Reporting a Family Docror 
The characteristics of households reporting family doctors have been com-
pared with cbaracreristics of households reponing no family doctors. Some idea 
was also gained of the orientation coward physicians of households with and 
wichour family docrors. This should provide a better understanding of the kinds 
of siruations which accompany reporting a family doctor. 
Now rhe association between reponing a family docror and certain health 
practices and opinions will be considered. Ic was reasoned char health practices 
were nor completely independent of one another and chat having a family doctor 
,.See p. 18 ff. 
" Robert K. Merron, Soda/ Thtory and Soda/ Structun, Free Press, Glencoe, il-
linois, 1957, pp. 131-194 (pp. 153-1)5 for the rerm reueatism). 
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might be associated in definite ways with ocher health practices and opinions. 
Professional Doctor Calls: The most direct behavior concerning physician 
and the population is professional service. There was a clear relationship be-
tween reporting a family doctor and reporting that a physician had been con-
sulted professionally during the year. Of chose households reporting a family 
doccor, someone in all but 14 percent had seen a physician professionally with-
in che year. On the ocher hand, 40 percent of the households reponing no family 
doccor, had no professional conracc with a physician during the year (Table 9). 
The relationship was significant ac che 0.1 percent level by a chi square rest. 
TABLE 9 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND NUMBER OF 
DOCTOR CALLS FOR ONE YEAR 
Number 
of 
Calls 
0 
1 
2 
3-4 
5-6 
7~9 
10-14 
15-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50+ 
Total 
xz" 18.9, d.f. " 2. 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
15 14.3 
7 6.7 
2 1.9 
14 13.3 
12 11.4 
11 10.5 
10 9.5 
9 8.6 
12 11.4 
5 4.8 
1 .9 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
19 40.5 
4 8,5 
4 8.5 
7 14.9 
4 8.5 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2.1 
8.5 
2.1 
2. 1 
7 6.7 .....1 4.3 
105 100.0 47 100.0 
Significant at 0.1 percent level (rows 2-5 and 6-12 combined). 
As might be expected, the households reporting no family doctor but hav-
ing had some professional contact with a physician during the year had fewer 
calls than their counterparts who reported a family docror. For example, in Table 
9, 52 percent of households with family doctors had seven or more calls within 
the year while only 19 percent of chose without a. family docror had seven or 
more calls. The question might be raised as co why the households reponing 
seven or more professional contacts with a physician did not report a family 
docror. Upon examining the situations of professional contacts of these nine 
households, it is apparent that most of them occurred in connecrion with hos-
pital experience (6 of che 9 households). Visits from the docror may be quite 
impersonal under such conditions. For example, as a result of severe burns, a boy 
was hospitalized for some 40 days in a larger city outside the county. This was 
an emergency situation which demanded medical anenrion over a long period 
of rime, entailing numerous conracrs wirh several physicians. Under such condi-
tions, a large number of calls would nor necessarily bring about a family docror 
relationship. 
There was a more definite association between physician use and reporting a 
family doctor in older households chan in younger ones. The relationship for 
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older households was significant ac the 0.1 percent level. For the younger families 
the relationship was nor so dear-ie approached but did nor reach the ~ percent 
level of significance (Appendix Table 5 ). 
Satisfactioll with Medical Care: Most of the households in which inter-
views were made reported sarisfacrion with che medical care they had received. 
Of rhe 152 households, 128 reported satisfaction; 18 reponed dissatisfaction or 
uncertainty; and six could nor answer, claiming no basis for a decision. House-
holds having a family doctor tended ro be more satisfied with medical care; 92 
percent reported favorably, compared with 75 percent satisfaction for chose with-
our a family doccoc (Table 10). The high proportion satisfied with medical care 
is probably built imo the bundle of rc:larionships termed "having a family 
docror" in that if serious dissatisfaction occurred the rc:lationship would be 
severed. 
When older and younger households were examined separacc:ly, the per-
centages of chose satisfied with and without a family doctor did not appear much 
different chan when chis division was nor made. The numbers, however, were 
coo small ro apply a chi square rest. 
TABLE 10 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND 
SATISFACTION WITH MEDICAL CARE RECEIVED 
Satisfaction 
With 
Medical Family Doclor No Family Doctor 
Care Number Percent Number Percent 
Satisfied 96 92.3 32 76.2 
Dissatisfied 3 2.9 5 11.9 
Uncertain _2 __!:.!!_ 5 11.9 
Total 104 100.0 42 I01i:O 
Six reported they bad no basis for decision. 
x2 = 7 .2, d.f. • 1. Significant at 1 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
U1zmet Needs for Medical Care: While all but 12 percent of che house-
holds reported that they were satisfied with their medical care, 22 percent said 
they felt chat their families needed medical care they did nor gee during rhe 
preceding six monrhs. The difference berween chose households with and with-
our a family doctor was not significant, bur the direction of che rc:larionship was 
une,.:pecced (Table 11). A larger proportion of the households reporting a family 
doccor also reported unmer medical needs. It may be speculated chat chose re-
porting a family docror were more concerned about health problems, and there-
fore more sensitive co unattended health problems. 
TABLE 11 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND REPORTING 
UNMET MEDICAL NEEDS 
Medical need and receipt 
of care during a six- Family Doclor 
month period Number Percent 
Unmet needs for medical care 27 26.0 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
6 12.8 
No unmet needs for medical care ..22 74.0 
Total 104 too.o 
41 87.2 
47 100.0 
One Household did oot respond. 
:x2 ~ 3.3, d.f. • 1. Not significant at 5 percent level. 
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Opinion Concerning Doctor Charges: When people in our society are asked 
if anything costs coo much it is likely that a sizeable proportion will answer af-
firmatively. Fifty-four percent of those interviewed thought char doctors' charges 
were too high. A considerable proportion, 45 percent, thought them reasonable. 
Only one person rated charges low and nine could nor answer the question, 
most claiming no basis for decision (Table 12). The question seemed to be well 
within the experience of most persons interviewed, because if rhe immediate 
family had not incurred a doccor bill recently, their relatives or neighbors had 
had such experiences and they knew about costs through conversations. 
TABLE 12 - - HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINIONS 
CONCERNING DOCTOR CHARGES 
Opinions 
Concerning 
Doctor 
Charges 
High 
Reasonable 
Low 
Total 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
50 49.5 
51 50.5 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
27 64.3 
14 33.3 
1 2.4 
42 100.0 
Nine did not answer this question. 
x2 • 2.7, d.f. ~ 1. Not significant at 5 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
A somewhat larger proponion of households without a family doctor re-
poned that doctor charges were high than did households with a family docror. 
This difference, however, was nor significant. Nor was there a significant differ-
ence when age of household was controlled (Appendix Table 8). 
Health Insurance: The most farsighted means available for meeting medical 
care costs is provided by pre·paid health care plans, most often called health 
insurance. In irs development, health insurance has more adequately covered 
hospital services than physician services. The possession of any type of health 
insurance, however, may indicate a mode of health behavior which is different 
from chose nor having health insurance. Forty-four percent of rhe households 
having a family doctor also had some kind of health insurance compared with 
26 percent of rhe households with no family doctor. The relationship was signi-
ficant at rhe S percent lc:vel by a chi square rest (Table 13 ). 
TABLE 13 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND HEALTH 
INSURANCE 
Health 
Insurance 
Have 
Do Not Have 
Total 
xz . 4.5, d.t. : 1. 
Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Number Percent Number Percent 
46 43.8 12 25.5 
59 56.2 
105 100.0 
35 74.5 
47 100.0 
significant at 5 percent level. 
When older and younger households were considered separately. the rela-
tionship between having a family doctor and possessing health insurance did 
nor hold. Appendix Table 9 shows char the percentage distribution was almost 
identical when age of household was controlled and when ir was not controlled. 
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The smaller number of cases, rhen, accounted for rhe fact rhar the age-controlled 
relationship was nor significant. 
Opinion Concerning Regular Physical Examinatio1lS: A corner-scone of 
health education programs is prevention of illness, and regular physical examina-
tions are regarded as a key co prevention. About 64 percent of chose answering 
this question thought that a person should see a physician for an examination 
at leasr once a year; rhe remaining 36 percent responded ro the effect that a per-
son should see a docror only when needed. A larger proportion of households 
with a family docror thought a person should see a doctor ar least once a year-
68 percent, compared with ~6 percent of those households having no family 
doctor. However, the relationship was nor significant at the ~ percent level 
(Table 14); nor was it significant when age of head of household was controlled 
(Appendix Table 10). 
TABLE 14 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINION 
CONCERNING FREQUENCY OF PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 
Opinion 
Concerning 
Frequency 
of Physical 
Examinations 
Every six months 
Once a year 
Only when needed 
Total 
Six did not answer· this question. 
Fam.Uy Doctor 
Number Percent 
27 26.2 
43 41.8 
33 32.0 
103 100.0 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
10 23.3 
14 32.5 
19 44.2 
43 IOo:o 
X2 ; 2.1, d.f. ; 2. Not significant at 5 percent level. 
Opinio1z Co1zcerni1zg Immunization: Most persons interviewed approved 
of immunization; however, 18 percent were either uncertain or unfavorable. Of 
chose households without a family doctor, 28 percent were either uncertain or 
unfavorable compared with 13 percent of rhe households chat had a family doctor. 
This relationship proved ro be significant ar the ~ percent level by a chi square 
rest (Table 15 ). There were nor enough cases for a chi square rest among younger 
households when age of head of household was conrrolled. The relationship for 
older households was significant at the 5 percent level (Appendix Table 11). 
TABLE 15 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINION 
CONCERNING IMMUNIZATION 
Opinion 
Concerning 
immunization 
Favorable 
Unfavorable 
Uncertain 
Total 
x2 c 4.8, d.t •• 1. 
Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Number Percent Number Percent 
91 86.6 34 72.4 
7 6.7 8 17.0 
_J_ ~ 5 10.6 
105 100.0 47 100.0 
Significant at 5 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
Opinion Concerning Polio Immunization: Fewer of chose interviewed 
would have wanted a child of theirs ro receive polio shoes ar rhe rime of the in-
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terviews than were generally favorable coward immunization. This was ar a rime 
of uncertainty as to the safety of the polio vaccine. Forty-eight percent of those 
interviewed would have wanted children co receive polio shots; 52 percent would 
have been opposed or were uncertain as co the course they would take if con-
fronted with such a decision. The relationship was in the direction of those hav-
ing a family doctor being more favorable coward polio immunization bur the 
relationship was not statistically significant. Among the older households, when 
age of head of household was controlled, there was a significant relationship be-
tween having a family doctor and favoring polio immunization. The younger 
households were generally more favorable coward polio immunization but those 
wirh a family doctor were not quite as favorably disposed toward having polio 
shoes as younger households without a family docror. The relationship was nor 
significant. 
TABLE 16 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINION 
CONCERNING POLIO IMMUNIZATION 
Opinion 
Concerning 
Polio 
Immunization 
Favorable 
Unfavorable 
Uncertain 
Total 
xz = .9, d.f. = 1. 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
53 50.5 
32 30.5 
20 19.0 
105 100.0 
Not significant at 5 percent level. 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
20 42.6 
11 23.4 
16 34.0 
47 100.0 
APPENDIX 
TABLE 1 - - HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND SIZE; 
AGE OF BEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households• 
Persons 
1n FamUy Doctor 
Household Number Percent 
1 or 2 8 12.9 
3-5 39 62.9 
Over 5 15 2<l.2 
Total 62 100.0 
X2 • 7 .1, d.f. c 2. Stgnlflcant at 5 percent level. 
Note: expected frequency In 2 cells was under 5. 
Older Households•. 
Persons 
1n FamUy Doctor 
Household Number Percent 
1 o r 2 30 69.8 
3 - 5 10 23.2 
Over 5 3 7.0 
No Famuy Doctor 
Number Percent 
8 40.0 
10 50.0 
2 10.0 
20 100.0 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
19 70.4 
8 29.6 
Total 43 100.0 27 100.0 
x2 • 0, d.f. c 1. Not significant at 5 perc .. nt level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
• Younger household--male head of household under 55 years of age--If no male 
head, female head u.nder 55 years of age. 
Older household--male head of .household 55 years of age or over--If no male 
head, female head 55 years of age or over. 
TABLE 2 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR BY NET INCOME; 
AGE OF HEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households• 
FamUy Doctor 
4 . 
32 51.6 9 
22 35.4 7 
4 ~ 
62 100.0 20 100.0 
Not slgnl!lcant at 5 percent level (rows 1, 2 and 3, 4 combined). 
Older Households• 
Net 
Income Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
(Dollars) Number Percent Number Percent 
Under 1000 17 39.5 11 40.7 
1000-3000 15 34.9 12 44.5 
3000-5000 7 16.3 2 7.4 
5000+ 4 9.3 2 7.4 
Total 43 IOo:o 27 Ioo.O 
xz .. 1.4, d.f. = 1. Not significant at 5 percent level (rows 1, 2 and 3, 4 combined). 
•See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
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TABLE 3 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND LEVEL OF 
LIVING SCORE; AGE OF HEAD CONTROLLED 
Level 
of 
Living 
Score 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20- 21 
Total 
~ • . 2, d.f. = 1. 
12 combined). 
Level 
of 
Living 
Score 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20-21 
Total 
~ : 5.2, d.f. - 1. 
12 combined). 
Younger Households• 
Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Number Percent Number Percent 
1 1.6 
7 11.3 3 15.0 
12 19.4 4 20.0 
11 17.7 4 20.0 
7 11.3 3 15.0 
8 12.9 1 5.0 
5 8.1 2 10.0 
7 11.3 1 5.0 
1 1.6 1 5.0 
2 3.2 
1 1.6 1 5.0 
62 roo:o 20 100.0 
Not significant at 5 percent level (rows 1 throug)l 5 and 6 through 
Older Households• 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
2 4.7 
8 18.6 
6 13.9 
2 4.7 
2 4.7 
6 13.9 
8 18.6 
1 2.3 
2 4.7 
3 6.9 
1 2.3 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
1 
1 
5 
10 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3.7 
18.5 
37.1 
11.1 
11.1 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
2 4. 7 1 3. 7 
43 ioo.o 27 roo:o 
Significant at 5 percent level (rows 1 through 5 and 6 through 
•See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
TABLE 4 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND EDUCATION 
OF THE MALE HEAD; AGE OF HEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households* 
Years 
School 
Completed 
Under 8 
8-11 
12 and over 
Total 
Two households had no male head. 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
10 16.4 
35 57,4 
16 26.2 
6I 100.0 
x2 = 5.1, d.f. ~ 2. Not significant at 5 percent level. 
Older Households• 
Years 
School 
Completed 
Under 8 
8-11 
12 and over 
Total· 
Four households had no male head. 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
18 43.9 
23 56.1 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
7 36.8 
6 31.6 
6 31.6 
19 Iii'1i']f 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
12 48.0 
9 36.0 
4 16.0 
25 100.0 
x2 ~ .1, d .f. ~ 1. Not significant at 5 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
*See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
TABLE 5 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND NUMBER OF 
DOCTOR CALLS FOR ONE YEAR; AGE OF HEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households• 
Numbe r 
of 
Calls 
0 
1 
2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-9 
10-14 
15- 19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
9 14.1 4 20.0 
5 8.1 1 5.0 
3 15.0 
10 16,1 5 25.0 
5 8.1 2 10.0 
7 11.3 
7 11.3 
5 8.1 ' 2 10.0 
7 11.3 
4 6.4 1 5.0 
50+ 3 __!:! 2 ..!Q.:.Q.. 
Total 62 100.0 20 100.0 
"x"'2:!:'=!!,.5' 5','"'d'.'f .-~::--.;2-. '"'N"'o"'t's=i"giiif=· "'tc=a:-:n"'t'"'a"'t'5.-::pe7r=c=e::n~t'-;17ev"'e::;lrr..(r'='o':w~s~·2•-•s and 6-12 combined). 
Older Households• • 
Number 
of Family Doctor 
Calls Number Percent 
0 6 13.9 
1 2 4.7 
2 2 4.7 
3-4 4 9.3 
5-6 7 16.3 
7-9 4 9.3 
10-14 3 7.0 
15-19 4 9.3 
20-29 5 11.6 
30-39 1 2.3 
40-49 1 2.3 
50+ 4 9.3 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
15 55.6 
3 11.1 
1 3.7 
2 7.4 
2 7.4 
1 
2 
1 
3.7 
7.4 
3.7 
Total 43 IOO:O 27 100.0 
x2 = 15.6, d.!. = 2. Slgnl!icant at 0.1 percent level (rows 2-5 and 6-12 combined). 
*See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
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TABLE 6 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND 
SATISFACTION WITH MEDICAL CARE RECEIVED; AGE OF 
HEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households • 
Satisfaction 
With 
Medical Family Doctor 
Care Number Percent 
Satisfied 56 91.8 
Dissatisfied 1 1.6 
Uncertain 4 6. 6 
Total sr 1oo.o 
Two households reported no basis for decision. 
Not enough cases for chi square test. 
Satisfaction 
With 
Older Households• 
Medical Family Doctor 
~re Number Percent 
Satisfied 40 93.0 
Dissatisfied 2 4. 7 
Uncertain 1 2.3 
Total 43 100.0 
Four households reported no basis for decision. 
Not enough cases for chi square test. 
• see footnote Appendix Table 1. 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
15 78.9 
3 15.8 
1 5.3 
19 100.0 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
17 73.9 
2 8.7 
4 17.4 
23 100.0 
TABLE 7 - - HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND REPORTING 
UNMET MEDICAL NEEDS; AGE OF BEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households• 
Medical need and receipt 
of care during a six- Family Doctor 
month period Number Percent 
Unmet needs for medical care 16 25.8 
No unmet needs for medical care 46 74.2 
Total 62 100.0 
X2 ~ .4, d.f. - 1. Not Significant at 5 percent level. 
Older Households• 
Medical need l!-Dd receipt 
of care during a six-
month period 
Unmet needs for medical care 
No unmet needs for medical care 
Total 
Famlly Doctor 
Number Percent 
11 26.2 
31 73.8 
41 roo:o 
one household did not respond. 
x2 • 3.8, d.f. : 1. Not significant at 5 percent level. 
• see foot note Appendix Table 1. 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
4 20.0 
16 80.0 
20 roo:o 
No Fo~.mlly Doctor 
Number Percent 
2 7.7 
25 92.3 
27 rno:o 
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TABLE 8 -- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINION 
CONCERNING DOCTOR CHARGES; AGE OF HEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households* 
Opinion 
Concerning 
Doctor 
Charges 
High 
Reasonable 
Low 
Total 
Three households were uncertain. 
F am!ly Doctor 
Number Percent 
29 48.3 
31 51.7 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
12 63 .1 
6 31.6 
1 5.3 
19 100.0 
x2 3 1.1, d.f. = l. Not significant at 5 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
Opinion 
Concerning 
Doctor 
Charges 
High 
Reasonable 
Low 
Total 
Six households were uncertain. 
Older Households* 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
21 51.2 
.20 48.8 
x2 • 1.1, d.f. = 1. Not significant at 5 percent level. 
*See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
15 65.2 
8 34.8 
TABLE 9 - - HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND HEALTH 
INSURANCE, AGE OF HEAD CONTROLLED 
Health 
Insurance 
Have 
Do Not Have 
Total 
xz = 2.s, d.f. - 1. 
Younger Households* 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
28 45.2 
34 54.8 
62 100.0 
Not significant at 5 percent level. 
Older Households* 
Health Family Doctor 
Insurance Number Percent 
Have 18 41.9 
Do Not Have 25 58.1 
Total 43 100.0 
x2 = 1.7, d.f. - 1. Not significant at 5 percent level. 
*See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
5 25.0 
15 75.0 
20 100.0 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
7 25.9 
20 74.1 
27 100.0 
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TABLE 10 --HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINION 
CONCERNING FREQUENCY OF PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS; AGE OF HEAD 
CONTROLLED 
Opinion 
Concerning 
Frequency 
Younger Households* 
3~ 
of Physical 
Enmlnations 
Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Every 6 months 
Once a year 
Only when needed 
Total 
Two households did not respond. 
Number Percent 
17 27.9 
28 .5.9 
16 ~6.2 
Tl 100.0 
Number Percent 
3 15.8 
8 . 2.1 
8 42.1 
19 100.0 
x2 • 1.7, d.l. = 1. Not significant at 5 percent level (rows 1 and 2 combined) 
Older Households* 
Opinion 
Concerning 
Frequency 
of Physical 
Enmlnatlons 
Every 6 months 
Once a year 
Only when needed 
Total 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
10 23.8 
15 35.7 
17 40.5 
42 100.0 
Four households did not respond. 
x2 • .2, d.f. = 1. Not significant at 5 percent level. 
•See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
7 29.2 
6 25.0 
11 45.8 
24 ioo.o 
TABLE 11 - - HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINION 
CONCERNING IMMUNIZATION; AGE OF HEAD CONTROLLED 
opinion 
Concerning 
Immunization 
Favorable 
Unfavorable 
Uncertain 
Total 
Younger Households• 
Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
52 83.8 
5 8.1 
5 8.1 
62 100.0 
Not enough cases for chi square test. 
Older Households• 
Opinion 
No Family Doctor 
Number Percent 
15 75.0 
2 10.0 
3 15.0 
20 100.0 
COncerning Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Immunization Number Percent Number Percent 
Favorable 39 90.6 19 70.4 
Unfavorable 2 4. 7 6 22.2 
Uncertain 2 4. 7 2 7.4 
Total 43 'i'l!Q.O 27 IOo.O 
x2 • 4.9, d.f. - 1. Significant at 5 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
Note: The expected frequency of one cell was 4.6. 
•See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
TABLE 12-- HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY FAMILY DOCTOR AND OPINION 
CONCERNING POLIO IMMUNIZATION; AGE OF BEAD CONTROLLED 
Younger Households* 
Opinion 
Concerning 
Polio 
Immunization 
Favorable 
Untavorable 
Uncertain 
Total 
Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Number Percent Number Percent 
27 43.5 11 55.0 
22 35.5 3 15.0 
13 21.0 6 30.0 
x2 •• 2, d.f. = 1. 
62 100.0 To 100.0 
Not slgnllicant at 5 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
Oplnion 
Concerning 
Older Households• 
Polio Family Doctor No Family Doctor 
Immunization Number Percent Number Percent 
Favorable 26 60.5 9 33.3 
Untavorable 10 23.2 8 29.6 
trncertain 7 16.3 10 37.1 
Total 43 IOO:O 27 iOif.O 
:x2 • 4.8, d.f. - 1. Significant at 5 percent level (rows 2 and 3 combined). 
•See footnote Appendix Table 1. 
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